The continuous elementary source in Einstein's gravitational theory is the r −4 radial energy density rather than the delta-operator density in empty-space gravitation with black holes. The space energy integral of such an infinite (astro)source-particle is finite and determines its nonlocal gravitational charge for the energy-to-energy attraction of other nonlocal (astro)particles. The non-empty flat space of the undivided material Universe is charged continuously by the world energy density of the global ensemble of overlapping radial particles. Nonlocal gravitational/inertial energy-charges incorporate Machian relativism quantitatively into Einstein's gravitation for self-contained SR-GR relations without references to Newton's mass-to-mass attraction.
The integration of particles into spatial structures of their fields was assumed by Einstein: 'We could regard matter as being made up of regions of space in which the field is extremely intense... There would be no room in this new physics for both field and matter, for the field would be the only reality,' translation [1] . An extended particle has not yet been introduced analytically into the classical theory of fields, which operates instead with the Dirac deltadensity for the formal representation of point particles in distant field points of empty space. The unreasonable assignment of different parts of the Poisson-Einstein equation to different points in space in the 'simplest' field of one point mass may be considered as our mathematical motivation to replace the point particle with the radial energy-density distribution of a continuous elementary source-particle. Our physical motivation to look at the global spatial overlap of all material particles originates from Newtonian gravitational stresses in a material medium (ether) for interacting astronomic bodies.
We rely on the Einstein-Grossmann metric formalism [2] of General Relativity (GR) in this thought stimulating essay on modern gravitation. Let us consider a passive probe mass in a static central field of a gravitational source with the motionless active mass M a and active energy E a . The GR energy E p of the selected passive mass m p ,
incorporates its Special Relativity (SR) mechanical energy K and the so far undefined gravitational energy U o . We are not going to employ Newtonian references from the mass-to-mass gravitation for this potential energy, U o = U(r), which is an unknown radial function for central fields. We plan to use only SR energy references,
, for all relativistic speeds. Then, Einstein's SR and GR may be discussed together as the self-contained SR-GR theory for energy-to-energy interactions. Based on 'new' SR references for the mechanical energy K in (1), one can redesign the GR metric component g oo of the pseudo-Riemannian metric tensor g µν in the following way,
This metric component equally contributes to the physical time, dτ = √ g oo dt, of a local observer and to the particle's time in a static field without rotation when g oi = 0 and ds
The active mass M a possesses a distributed GR energy E a . A spatial density of this active (source, particle) energy contributes together with the passive field energy density of locally bound source-particle and field distributions to their balanced elementary GR tensor,
Einstein maintained that all terms of his 1915 equation should be considered at field points. Therefore, we also assume a continuous distribution of every gravitational (astro)source within its spatial field structure [3] . The 1907 Principle of Equivalence ultimately requests a strict tensor balance G The GR non-empty space equation for the global summary of all local densities, 
of elementary material spaces with strong static fields in their rest frames, where g oi = g oi = 0, g oo = 1/g oo , and g αβ = −δ αβ . Many relativists tend to drop (∇W/c 2 )
Such an erroneous approach to the Ricci tensor formalism contradicts Einstein's Equivalence Principle which requests local identities,
2 , of active and passive mass-energies for both strong and weak field gravitation. Even without references on Einstein's physics, it is not reasonable mathematics when one claims for the week field limit,
Contrary to the empty space interpretation of gravitation, non-empty space physics explains Einstein's local equivalence of active (distributed source-particle or field) and passive (distributed sink-particle or field) mass-energy densities quantitatively,
with peculiarity-free solutions for the metric tensor component (2) even in strong fields. General radial solutions of the nonlinear Poisson equation (4)
depends on two constants C 1 and C 2 . One constant can be defined (C 2 = 1) due to the SR asymptotic behavior of the GR metric, g oo (∞) → 1. The other constant (C 1 = GE a /c 4 ) can be found after the volume integration of the active energy density from (4),
The radial potential U o E −1 p = −C 1 r −1 of the active energy-charge E a = c 4 C 1 /G for the probe (passive) gravitational charge E p corresponds to the energy-to-energy attraction law [3] 
in self-contained GR with SR references. Again, we specified two constancies C 1 = GE a /c 4 ≡ r o and C 2 = 1 through the Equivalence Principle for the Ricci-Tolman components in (3) and (4) and the SR asymptotic references. Therefore, we specified the GR metric tensor component g oo = (1 + r o r −1 ) −2 and the static flatspace metric ds 2 = g oo dt 2 − δ ij dx i d j (for fields without rotations) without references on Newton's gravitation. The GR vector force in static central fields [4] ,
is exerted upon the passive energy charge E p , which is the measure of body's inertia in flat 3D space. The strong static field intensity f/E p keeps the Gaussian surface flux (E a = const) for flatspace interactions between GR energy-charges. Recall that the SR-GR energy E p can be considered as a constant passive (inertial) charge only in constant external fields, when ∂ o g µν = 0. Dynamical variations of 'distant' sources and their fields should change the probe body's passive-inertial charge E p in full agreement with Mach's ideas [5] , which are embedded into the self-contained SR-GR dynamics. In the self-contained Mach-Einstein relativism, the potential gravitational energy U o (r) = −GE a E p /c 4 r and the strong field gravitational force f(r) = −rGE a E p /c 4 r 2 are related to interactions of integral energy-charges of nonlocal continuous carriers, rather than to their constant (even despite nonlocal) masses in the 1686 gravitational law, U N ew = −GM a m p /r.
Based on the SR references for the mechanical part of the total passive energy E p , Einstein's GR with the Equivalence Principle quantitatively incorporates Machian ideas and rigorously relates the local metric component g oo = [1 + (r o /r)] −2 to the nonlocal active energy E a . It is worth noting that the dynamical gravitational equation
for all overlapping and moving energy carriers (or nonlocal astrosouces paired locally to their fields) maintains that every elementary carrier continuously occupies the entire Universe despite the ultrashort gravitational scales r o = GE a /c 4 of elementary matter. Indeed, the passive and active massenergy densities (of the radial astrocarrier with equal active/passive energy charges E a/p = r o c 4 /G = E),
exist everywhere, at all radial distances in the nonlocal elementary microcosm of each rest-mass particle-field formation. Electrically bound elementary astrocarriers of active and passive radial GR energies constitute nonlocal molecules, nonlocal mechanical bodies, nonlocal planets, etc... Ultrashort microscopic scales, r o = GE atom /c 4 ≈ 10 −54 − 10 −52 m, of atoms on bodies' visual surfaces are beyond the Planck quantum length, instrumental resolutions, and the human perception level. Nonetheless, all elementary atoms in the bulk and on the surface of visual macroscopic bodies are nonlocal astrodistributions of radial active and passive energies. Continuous fields and continuous sources in nonlocal energy-to-energy gravitation are (yin-yang) paired distributed passive and active particles with equal energy contents.
Newtonian material space with gravitational ether, specified by the astrodistribution (8) with the radial source density n(r) = r o /4πr 2 (r + r o ) 2 , differs in principle from Schwarzschild's 'point source -empty space' model of physical reality (roughly described by operator mathematics of the non-analytical density δ(r) for the point particle approximation). Therefore, the Birkhoff theorem for empty (but curved) 3D spaces cannot be relevant to our reading of the Einstein's elementary tensor, G oµ = 0, for joint geometrization of particles and fields in non-empty (but flat) space. Moreover, our static metric solution ds
for the universal attraction (6)- (7) between passive and active energy-charges has been derived to criticize ad hoc dogmas of the empty space world with point mass-energy peculiarities. Non-empty space is filled or charged by elementary continuous energies everywhere. New metric solutions reinforce Euclidean 3D subintervals dl in warped 4D intervals ds 2 = dτ 2 − dl 2 of pseudo-Riemannian manifolds with energy dependant particles' times, dτ k = dt. Our strong field metric ds 2 for energy-driven space-time geometry is free of Schwarzschild singularities, which were finally rejected by Einstein in 1939 [6] . There are many other physical reasons to follow the 'absurd' Newton-Einstein directive toward extended gravitational bodies. For example, the continuous astroparticle can relieve Maxwell's Electrodynamics from the electric energy divergence. Nonlocal analytical particles with wave modulations of their radial structures can be also very useful for causal interpretations of distant correlations, predicted in the EinsteinPodolsky-Rosen paradox [7] , and for classical replications of quantum 'dice' in the undoable [8] nonlocal Universe.
